
 

Course Descriptions 

ART 
Keeping it Simple with Parks Reece 
  
Experience the art of Parks Reece as he leads students through creating their own art 
with their fingers. Finger painting is a simple form of expression that breaks down 
barriers and is very rewarding. Students will leave with their own original artwork 
created with the assistance of Parks. This experience is about having fun, and we will 
have some fun, oh boy! 
  
Ceramics and Pottery with Kelly Stevenson 
 
Experience ceramics/painting, hands on. Kids will be given a handmade, ceramic animal-
magnet that they will paint with a variety of patterns and colors. This will be a great 
piece to take home and share with the family. In addition to creating their own work of 
art, participants will have the opportunity for a guided experience, throwing a clay 
vessel on the potter’s wheel.  
 
Monoprints with Joe Fay 
 
Monoprint or monotype printing is a one-of-a-kind printmaking process. The 
impressionist artist Degas used the process as a way of taking his sketches to develop 
his ideas before painting them on canvas. It’s a very simple process that Joe has taught 
over the last 40 years at elementary schools here in Livingston, at colleges throughout 
the United States, and abroad in rural areas of China and in Shanghai. Under Joe’s 
direction, students will create their own expressions; art they can take home with them.
  
Fly Tying and Fly Casting with Matt Wilhelm, Chris Pavlovich and the Clark Fork 
Watershed Education Program 
 
Learn the art of fly tying and fly casting.  During this two-hour session participants will 
learn how to tie a fly that they can take home and go fishing with. Then, get into action 
through the art of casting a fly rod with professionals from the Clark Fork Watershed 



Education Project! Casting is often considered a beautiful work of the line, and these 
accomplished instructors will help students develop the basic fly cast, building a 
foundation that they can then use on local waters for catching fish.  
 
Beginning Block Printing with Traci and Jamie Isaly 
  
Students will carve wooden backed linoleum blocks with patterns made from 
imagination, line drawings provided, or leaves, grass, twigs etc. After designs are carved, 
students will ink the blocks to print onto 10 x 10 hemp fabric squares. Each student will 
have 7 squares to create a set of yard flags. Students will be able to select from their 
own or shared blocks to create a set of garden/yard flags that get strung onto a long 
piece of twine for hanging! 
  
The Gifts of Conquering Adversity - Creative Expression with Robin Lovec & Megan 
Brenna 
  
Can difficult circumstances make us stronger? Explore this concept through Joseph 
Bruchac’s “Rez Dogs” a beautiful story told in verse inspired by oral storytelling, this 
novel about the COVID-19 pandemic highlights the ways Malian’s community has cared 
for one another through plagues of the past, and how they keep caring for one another 
today. Listen to highlights from Rez Dogs, play with poetry or create a comic inspired by 
our connections to man’s best friend and come together to share some of our common 
experiences. Participants will unwrap the 5 gifts of conquering adversity. 
 
Music with Garrett Stannard 
 
During the last hour of the camp a band comprised of Middle School students, the Finn 
Johnson Band, will set up and perform at the bandshell with the assistance of Garrett 
Stannard. 
  
 

MOVEMENT 
 

Movement is Key! With Emily Raymond 
 
Movement is exhilarating, healthy, fun, and can even be silly. Join elementary school PE 
teacher, Emily Raymond, in organized, and more fun than competitive track and field 
events including warm-up activities, sprints, relay races, high jump, and cool downs! 
Remember, emphasis will be on fun! 
 



Woodlot Science/Scavenger Hunt with Alecia Jongeward and Celeste Mascari 
 
Join local educators Aleica Jongward and Celeste Mascari in Park High’s wood lot. Bring 
your closed toe shoes to participate in a native plant lesson and scavenger hunt, a 
discussion on the importance of native landscapes, and a birdwatching session. 
  
Dance & Yoga with Kelly Miller 
  
Has anybody done water balloon yoga before? Get your jive and zen on and join The 
Movement Collaborative instructor Kelly Miller for an epic dance challenge and yes, 
water balloon yoga. 
  
Go By Bike! With Dan Bailey’s Staff Member Thomas Murphy 
 
Bikes! The most efficient form of travel known to mankind. For children, the bicycle 
represents the ultimate form of freedom and independence. Bicycle commuting is good 
for your health, good for the earth, prevents traffic congestion and is, above all, fun. In 
this course we will travel the streets and backroads of Livingston, seeing the sites and 
learning about navigating the town safely, including a fun stop at Pickle Barrel for some 
ice cream. A helmet and a bicycle are required for this course.  
 

Quiet Time 

Days of summer can be tiring. Our goal is to have Wild at heART camp be restorative, for 
instructors and students alike. We’re allowing ample time for each activity, as well as 
time to rotate from activity to activity; not packing too much into the day and keeping 
the frazzle factor low. Being mindful that some may need quiet time or just a break in 
general, we’ll have a shaded area set aside for this purpose. A space where kids could 
take a little nap, disengage and recenter. 

 


